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virtual illusions
What Psychedelics, the counterculture and virtual technologies
have in common
by Dorien Zandbergen

In Spike Jonze’s latest movie Her [1], the lonely
Theodore develops a relationship with his operating System Samantha. After an initial period
of romance, the two alienate from each other.
Yet, different from human-to-human relations,
the cause for this alienation is that Samantha really is – in her very being - alien to the human
Theodore. While for Theodore, Samantha is the
one and only, Samantha has thousands of simultaneous connections with virtual other entities.
And where Theodore relies on verbal communication to express himself to Samantha, Samantha
is at a loss of words when she wants to explain
to Theodore what happens to her while she is

joaquin Phoenix in Her (2013), image courtesy of Paradiso filmed entertainment

rapidly evolving into something else. Samantha’s
capacity for connecting, learning, developing and
evolving is so big, that she can’t rely on the lim-

people’s living rooms, voice-controlled personal-

“counterculture” generally refers to the post-war

and exploitation, and rebuild a new, holistic sense

ited repertoire humans have available for com-

ized digital assistants that seem able to read peo-

international movements of students, poets, writ-

of awareness. Zen meditation, brought to Califor-

munication. In this she finds companionship with

ple’s minds, and the normalized and seamless use

ers, academics, bohemians and others who felt

nia by Indian guru’s and returning Indian travelers,

the uploaded spirit of a certain Alan Watts, who

of small cameras, earphones and microphones as

united in a desire to reinvent western culture –

as well as psychedelics, yoga, absurdist theatre

will be further discussed later on.

habitual extensions of the human senses.

away from corporate greed, war-related violence

and encounter groups were among this repertoire

and environmental destruction. Within this cultur-

of de- and re-conditioning techniques.

Jonze’s movie is set in a near future city modeled

Yet, the brief appearance of Alan Watts showed

al milieu, Watts represented the so-called mystic

on a combination of Los Angeles and Shanghai.

me something else. Namely, that our ideas about

strand: for him, cultural change had to come from

It is less well-known that electrical, electronic

The story could be interpreted as most people

the potential of digital technology – such as the

a change in personal perception. Watts regarded

and later digital technologies played similar de-

understand the science fiction genre in general:

idea that it can manifest higher forms of aware-

“society’s official version of reality” as “silly and

and reconditioning roles. In his The Electric Kool-

as giving people a taste of the future and particu-

ness - are inspired by cultural domains not com-

inadequate.” for him, another type of reality can

Aid Acid Test (1968), American author Tom Wolfe

larly of the role of advanced technology in this

monly associated with technology. Domains such

be experienced that reveals the “grandeur of the

[3] describes how this was the case for a group

future. In this understanding, a movie like Her

as spirituality and political orientation, for in-

cosmos.” (Watts in [2, p. 54]).

of hippies, The Merry Pranksters. The pranksters

has predictive value; it helps people anticipate

stance.

the strange realities of a world more and more

lived communally in a cottage in a forested area
Those within the counterculture who were drawn

south of Palo Alto, and made cross-country trips

characterized by the non-intrusive, intuitive, in-

Alan Watts (1915-1973) was a British-born, self-

to this type of explanation regarding the causes

in a 1939 International Harvester school bus that

terfaceless presence of forms of artificial intel-

educated theologian, philosopher and lecturer. In

of social alienation, warfare and environmental

they bought from a man with 11 children. They

ligence with emotional and rational intelligence

the 1960s and 70s he was a mystic teacher and a

destruction, embraced a variety of techniques.

had wired their house, the forest around it and the

that exceeds that of people. Jonze shows a world

spiritual leader for the so-called countercultural

These would help them “decondition” from social

bus with speakers, microphones and stroboscopes

of all-immersive games that become one with

movements predominantly in California. The term

narratives that preach competition, dominance

so as to create disorienting environments of sound
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ics, conventionally known as a theory of digital

Theodore and his beloved operating

information systems, formed one of the (semi)

System, Spike Jonze’s movie could be

scientific backbones of this cultural environment

embraced as one such technique.

doRien ZAndBeRgen

where people tried to imagine the world and the
connection between its parts (nature, humans,
machines, etc.) in holistic terms.
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